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Frame composition

Modular sofa, upholstery fully removable in the fabric version.

Made from expanded polyurethane with differentiated density that 

holds its shape, and polyester fibre with particleboard panels 

internal frame. 

In the model with a bookcase back panel, the side panels, top and 

partitions are 30 mm thick (1³̷₁₆”)  and the shelves 19 mm 

thick(0³̷₄”).

Varnished solid wood plinth (45 mm-1⁴⁹̷₆₄” thick). 

Plinth and bookcase back finishes

American Walnut

Smoked Eucalyptus

Upholstery

Fabric

Leather

Leatherette 

Customer’s own fabric

Dimensions 

The terms “Left-hand” and “Right-hand” refer to the position of the 

armrest when looking at it from the front.

Optional

cushions 450x450 mm (17²³̷₃₂x17²³̷₃₂ inch)

cushions 500x500 mm (19¹¹̷₁₆x19¹¹̷₁₆ inch)

TOLERANCE Differences between the colours, materials and finishes shown in the catalogue and samples and those on the finished Products are not

considered defects. Any differences with respect to the sample collection should not be considered defects but rather virtues that make each and every piece

entirely unique and original. Claims are not generally accepted for differences in quality owing to the nature of the material itself. 

MAINTENANCE Consult the Product Sheets of the individual materials.As a general rule, avoid putting the furniture near sources of heat or humidity. Clean it

using a soft, dry cloth. All parts of the furniture must always be kept dry. Do not use steel wool, wire brushes, or any other abrasive product or products

containing alcohol or solvents (acetone, trichloroethylene or ammonia). Otherwise, no liability for any damage caused by incorrect cleaning or maintenance

shall be accepted.

These values are given in good faith but are merely indicative; they are not in any way binding. 

The use of the product must be considered according to what you want to create. No liability is accepted for inappropriate use. 

Any discrepancies with the price list currently in force cannot be cause for complaint.
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Left-hand unit with wooden bookcase back panel L.1100 P.1100 H.700
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Left-hand unit with wooden bookcase back panel L.1400 P.1100 H.700

Left-hand unit with upholstered back  L.1100 P.1100 H.700 Right-hand unit with upholstered back  L.1100 P.1100 H.700

Left-hand unit with upholstered back  L.1400 P.1100 H.700 Right-hand unit with upholstered back  L.1400 P.1100 H.700

TOLERANCE Differences between the colours, materials and finishes shown in the catalogue and samples and those on the finished Products are not

considered defects. Any differences with respect to the sample collection should not be considered defects but rather virtues that make each and every piece

entirely unique and original. Claims are not generally accepted for differences in quality owing to the nature of the material itself. 

MAINTENANCE Consult the Product Sheets of the individual materials.As a general rule, avoid putting the furniture near sources of heat or humidity. Clean it

using a soft, dry cloth. All parts of the furniture must always be kept dry. Do not use steel wool, wire brushes, or any other abrasive product or products

containing alcohol or solvents (acetone, trichloroethylene or ammonia). Otherwise, no liability for any damage caused by incorrect cleaning or maintenance

shall be accepted.

These values are given in good faith but are merely indicative; they are not in any way binding. 

The use of the product must be considered according to what you want to create. No liability is accepted for inappropriate use. 

Any discrepancies with the price list currently in force cannot be cause for complaint.
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Right-hand unit with wooden bookcase back panel  L.1100 P.1100 H.700

Right-hand unit with wooden bookcase back panel  L.1400 P.1100 H.700
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Central unit with upholstered back  L.900 P.1100 H.700 Central unit with upholstered back  L.1200 P.1100 H.700

Central unit with wooden bookcase back panel L.900 P.1100 H.700 Central unit with wooden bookcase back panel L.1200 P.1100 H.700

Pouffe L.900 P.900 H.350 Pouffe L.1200 P.900 H.350

MAINTENANCE Consult the Product Sheets of the individual materials.As a general rule, avoid putting the furniture near sources of heat or humidity. Clean it

using a soft, dry cloth. All parts of the furniture must always be kept dry. Do not use steel wool, wire brushes, or any other abrasive product or products

containing alcohol or solvents (acetone, trichloroethylene or ammonia). Otherwise, no liability for any damage caused by incorrect cleaning or maintenance

shall be accepted.

These values are given in good faith but are merely indicative; they are not in any way binding. 

The use of the product must be considered according to what you want to create. No liability is accepted for inappropriate use. 

Any discrepancies with the price list currently in force cannot be cause for complaint.
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TOLERANCE Differences between the colours, materials and finishes shown in the catalogue and samples and those on the finished Products are not

considered defects. Any differences with respect to the sample collection should not be considered defects but rather virtues that make each and every piece

entirely unique and original. Claims are not generally accepted for differences in quality owing to the nature of the material itself. 



108 American 

Walnut

113 Smoked 

Eucalyptus

501 Velvet 502 Velvet 503 Velvet 504 Velvet 505 Velvet 506 Velvet 507 Velvet 508 Velvet 509 Velvet

510 Velvet 511 Velvet 512 Velvet 513 Velvet 514 Velvet 515 Velvet 516 Velvet 517 Velvet 518 Velvet

519 Velvet 521 Paris 522 Paris 523 Paris 524 Paris 525 Paris 526 Paris 527 Paris 528 Paris

529 Paris 530 Paris 532 Paris 533 Paris 534 Paris 535 Paris 536 Paris 541 Soft 542 Soft

543 Soft 544 Soft 545 Soft 546 Soft 547 Soft 548 Soft 549 Soft 550 Soft 551 Soft

552 Soft 553 Soft 554 Soft 555 Soft 556 Soft 599 Customer’s 

own fabric
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Plinth and bookcase back finishes

Wood

Upholstery

Fabric

Due to differences between monitors and colour balances, the images cannot be considered a faithful representation of the actual finishes. 

Please request a sample before ordering.  
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351 Antique 352 Antique 353 Antique 354 Antique

361 Irish 362 Irish 363 Irish 364 Irish 365 Irish 366 Irish 367 Irish 368 Irish 369 Irish

371 Nabuck 372 Nabuck 373 Nabuck 374 Nabuck 375 Nabuck 376 Nabuck

301 York 302 York 303 York 304 York 305 York 306 York 307 York 308 York 309 York

310 York
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Leatherette 

Leather

Due to differences between monitors and colour balances, the images cannot be considered a faithful representation of the actual finishes. 

Please request a sample before ordering.  


